
 
Popped House Petals 

 

 

 

9S-3  5” Popped house petaled 

head & three 12” streamers; 
approx 15” overall. Color combo 
shown above: black and white. 

2D-3 5” Pleated head with 6 

popped house petals & three 
14” streamers; approx 17” 
overall. 

7D-5  5½” Pleated head with 6 

popped house petals & five 16” 
streamers; approx 20” overall. 
Shown with cow accent. 

 

Flat House Petals 

 

 

 
4D-3  5” Flat house petaled 

head with inner pleat & three 
12” streamers; approx 15” 
overall. Color combo shown 
above: light blue and white. 

2T-3  5½” Pleated head with 6 

flat house petals, inner pleat & 
three 14” streamers; approx 18” 
overall. 

2TX-5  6” Pleated head with 6 

flat house petals, inner pleat & 
five 16” streamers; approx 20” 
overall. Shown with gingham 
accent. 

 

Pinched Points 

 

 

 

27C-3  7” Pinched points head 

with inner pleat & three 14” 
streamers; approx 19” overall. 
Color combo shown above: 
lavendar and neon green. 

27B-5  7” Pinched points head 

with inner pleat & five 16” 
streamers; approx 21” overall. 

27AL-5  8” Lace head with 12 

pinched points, inner pleat & 
five 18” streamers; approx 24” 
overall. Shown with a pale 
green & lavendar flower accent.  

Introducing … 30 New Styles for 2016!  

We are excited to introduce 30 styles to the Centaur rosette line up! Some of the 
designs are thanks to the creativity of our Centaur staff while others are thanks 

to Pat & Linda (now retired from Pat's Blue Ribbons). We look forward to making 
them for you and hope you’ll love them as much as we do! 

 
PS: We are still making all of Pat's styles even if they aren't featured below  

 
 

 



Petals with Popped House Petals 

 

 

 
26C-3  5½” Petaled head with 

6 popped house petals & three 
14” streamers; approx 17½” 
overall. Color combo shown 
above: grey and yellow. 

26B-5  6” Pleated head with 6 

petals, 6 popped house petals & 
five 16” streamers; approx 
20½” overall. Shown with a grey 
and yellow flower accent. 

26A-5  7” Pleated head with 6 

petals, 6 popped house petals & 
five 18” streamers; approx 
23½” overall. Lace option 
available. 

 

Flat House Petals with Lace 

 

 

 
25CL-3  6½” Lace head with 

inner pleat & three 14” 
streamers; approx 18” overall. 
Color combo: teal and eggshell. 

25BL-5  7½” Lace head with 6 

flat house petals, inner pleat & 
five 16” streamers; approx 
20½”overall.  

25AL-5  8½” Lace head with 6 

flat house petals, 6 points, inner 
pleat & five 18” streamers; 
approx 23½” overall. 

 

Flat House Petals with Sheer 

 
 

 
 

25CL-3  7” Sheer head with 

inner pleat & three 14” 
streamers; approx 18½” overall.  
Sheer is available in: 

25BL-5  8” Sheer head with 6 

flat house petals & five 16” 
streamers; 21”overall. Shown 
w/ a Fall acorn accent. 

25AL-5  9” Sheer head with 6 

flat house petals, 6 points, inner 
pleat & five 18” streamers; 
approx 24” overall.  

Maroon 

 

Antique Gold 

 

Teal 

 
 



Flat Points with Popped House Petals 

 

 

 
MWS-3  6” Flat-points head 

with 6 petals, popped house 
petals, and three 14”  
streamers; approx 18” overall. 
Color combo shown above: 
neon pink & american beauty. 

MWM-5  7” Flat-points head 

with 6 petals, 6 popped house 
petals, and five 16”  streamers; 
approx 21” overall. Color combo 
shown above: peacock, 
moonglow & turquose. 

MWB-5  8½” Large flat-points 

head with 6 large petals, 6 large 
popped house petals, and five 
18”  streamers; approx 24” 
overall. Color combo shown: 
hunter, spring and light greens. 

 

Pat’s Six Petals Styles 

 

 

  
 

29A-5  5½” Petaled head 

with 6 house petals, and 
five 18” streamers; approx 
21” overall. Comes with 
2½” center streamer. Color 
combo shown above: 
brown, eggshell and crackle 
bronze accent. 

29T-5  7” Large petaled head 

with 6 house petals, 6 flat 
house petals, and five 20” 
streamers; approx 25” overall. 
Comes with 2½” center 
streamer. Color combo shown 
above: navy, eggshell and 
holograph silver accent. 

9T-7  9” Large petaled head with 6 

house petals, 6 flat house petals, 6 
rolled points and seven 22” streamers; 
approx 28½” overall. Color combos 
shown: maroon, 
eggshell, rose and 
floral gold accent. 
Pic to right has 
accent added to 
house petals. 

 

9T-7 Gallery 

    
 

Add-ons 
Add-ons for all rosettes include: 

 2½” center streamers 

 Accent ribbon 

 Extra length 

 Extra streamers 

 Gold or silver tassels 

 Puffs: Hand-made puffs 
for center of rosettes 
(instead of buttons) 

 Gold or silver edging 

 Roses: Hand-made roses 
for center of rosettes 
(instead of buttons) 

 
9T-7 with accent 
on house petals 



G&T Styles (Set 1) 

   
GCR20-7  9” Pleated head 

with 8 petals, 8 flat points, 8 
pinched points, two inner pleats 
and seven 24” streamers; 
approx 30½” overall. Comes 
with 2½” center streamer. Color 
combo: 
purple, 
turquoise, 
moonglow & 
silver holo-
gram accent. 

GCR4X-7  9¾” Pleated head 

with 8 large petals, 8 large 
pinched points, 8 points, middle 
& inner pleats, and seven 24” 
streamers; approx 31¼” overall. 
Comes with 2½” center 
streamer.  
 
Shown with 
silver 
“moire” 
accent. 

8T-7  9¾” Pleated head with 

10 petals, 15 pinched points, 3 
middle & inner pleats, and 
seven 24” streamers; approx 
31¼” overall. Comes with 2½” 
center 
streamer.  
Shown with 
silver sheer on 
petals & 
silver “floral” 
accent on str. 

 

G&T Styles (Set 2) 

 

 

 
10T-7  9½” Petaled head with 

8 large petals, 8 large pinched 
points, 8 flat points, two inner 
pleats, and seven 26” 
streamers; approx 32½” overall. 
Comes with 2½” center str. 
Color combo: 
navy, 
fuschia, 
eggshell & 
gold holo-
gram accent.  

GCR4T-7  10¼” Pleated head 

with 8 large petals, 8 large 
pinched points, 8 flat points, 
middle & inner pleats, and 
seven 28” streamers; approx 
35½” overall. Comes with 2½” 
center str. 
Shown 
with gold 
“moire” 
accent. 

GCR5-9  12” Pleated head with 

10 large petals, 10 large pinched 
points, 10 pinched points, 10 flat 
points, middle & inner pleats, and 
nine 30” streamers; approx 39½” 
overall. 
Comes with 
2½” center 
str. Shown 
with gold 
sheer & gold 
gauze accent 
combo. 

 
No accent option 

 
No accent option 

 
No accent option 

 
No accent option 
 

 
No accent option 

 

 
No accent option 

 


